Go!
Total Care
Waste Management
cleaning up your business

Opt for the smart solution!

In accordance with highly-strict European standards, AMW specializes in separating at source, directly at your door. A concept which reflects favourably on your company for outstanding environmental conduct and cuts your waste disposal costs at the same time.

Making the change is easy – tell us about your core business, the amounts and composition of your waste, let us inspect your containers and bins. Then we’ll show you a made-to-measure solution for your waste management – with “Total Care”!

Find out more about a business concept that generates value for your company.

Go!
Total Care
Waste Management

You take care of your company, we’ll take care of your refuse - Total Care Waste Management!

Waste generation per capita in the UAE is among the highest in the world. AMW, managed by German experts, is a local leader in the field of refuse management. Synonymous with Total Care Waste Management, rely on us for innovative solutions.

No two customers are alike; clients from industry have entirely different requirements to shopping-malls, high-rise buildings or hotels. AMW devises custom made waste solutions to suit every need.

Total Care Waste Management is always the right choice. We not only take care of all your waste requirements, but also provide a business concept to help you make significant savings: superior logistics, container solutions adapted to your exact needs, optimized refuse-disposal cycles, a reduction of your workload.

We’ll take care of it.
AMW collection – a cut above the rest!

Out of sight, out of mind

Are you tired of large, unsightly and foul-smelling waste containers on your company's premises which, to make matters worse, also occupy precious space? AMW waste disposal runs so smoothly that it is barely noticeable. Behind the scenes you'll find a highly sophisticated logistics management, the result of many years of international waste disposal experience. Our emphasis is on qualified personnel and finest technology. The best refuse vehicles. The best containers. The best handling.

AMW waste collection is faster, through just-in-time collection, more reliable, better quality, superior technology, GPS vehicle and bin tracking, automatic weighing, service-oriented, cost saving.
Protect the environment, improve your profits

Optimizing waste streams

Closed material-cycles are a major priority at AMW. We aim to cover the entire service chain for an ever wider range of materials - from logistics and sorting, pre-treatment and waste processing, to marketing and recycling of secondary raw materials such as paper, plastics, cans and glass.

AMW, together with strategic partners, possesses the infrastructure to achieve this - a logistics and plant network providing blanket coverage and an interlinked, highly reliable system which offers a wealth of new possibilities.

Welcome to real recycling

There is no need to replicate European methods, but in the area of waste reduction, they provide countless recycling ideas which all can profit from. AMW combines the benefits of a clean environment with a whole new field of business in paper, glass, can and plastic collection.

Our separate collection system means that garbage and recyclables are no longer mixed in the same bins. Following a sophisticated sorting process, the valuable recycled products are ready for reuse. Great for the environment, even greater for your business!
cleaning up your business